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In March 1984 British coalminers began a national strike against pit closures that would
last for twelve months, with networks of support organizations established throughout
the country. Often at the heart of these networks were traditional elements of the labour
movement – trades councils, trade unions and Labour Party branches, for example, were
all highly active. At least two elements, however, appeared more novel. The first was
Women Against Pit Closures – a national network of women’s organizations, based
primarily in mining areas and often composed of women from mining families – which
has subsequently been the focus of much work.i In addition, the miners’ strike was an
important moment in which radical activists from diverse backgrounds coalesced
behind an ‘old-fashioned’ industrial dispute. Doreen Massey and Hilary Wainright
commented at the time that ‘in many cities ethnic minorities, gay and lesbian
communities, women’s groups and “alternative” networks of many kinds form an
important element’. These groups made a notable contribution to a miners’ support
network ‘with as broad a social and geographical base as any post-war radical political
movement’.ii
Far from the mining heartlands, London provides a compelling example of the
growth of this social movement alongside the industrial struggle. This article focuses on
one support group in the capital, Lesbians and Gays Support the Miners (LGSM), which
has received little historical analysis.iii The organization was formed after two gay men,
Mark Ashton and Mike Jackson, collected donations for the miners at the 1984 Lesbian
and Gay Pride march.iv The organization maintained weekly meetings for the next year,
raised money for the miners and was involved in demonstrations, visits and
conferences. On the following year’s Pride demonstration, under the banners of LGSM
and the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) Blaenant lodge, a group of lesbians and
gay men marched with approximately eighty miners and supporters from South Wales
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mining communities.v This was seen as the fitting culmination of a movement whose
central argument was that if lesbians and gay men offered solidarity with the miners and
their communities, this support would be reciprocated.
The book-ending of LGSM by two Pride demonstrations points to its heritage in the
gay liberation movement. Matt Cook has placed the organization in the lineage of the
Gay Liberation Front (GLF), a radical gay group of the early 1970s.vi The 1970s
provides an important point of comparison for LGSM – in relation to GLF and also in
terms of the previous national miners’ strikes in 1972 and 1974. The central question
addressed in this article is how LGSM was able to develop stronger links with the
labour movement than the GLF. This piece will consider how LGSM sought to promote
lesbian and gay concerns within the labour movement and the left, and simultaneously
attempted to convince lesbian and gay people of the importance of this alliance. It will
do this by looking at the practical ways in which the group expressed their solidarity
with mining communities, and then how the concepts of oppression, class and
community were used to explain this solidarity. Finally, it will consider the legacy of
the organization and what it can contribute to an understanding of the broader historical
moment. I will argue that a history of LGSM provides important insights into the
weakening of the hegemonic position of ‘class’ as a concern for the left in the 1980s.

THE PRACTICE OF SOLIDARITY
The miners’ strikes of 1972 and 1974, though spectacular, had been relatively brief.
When mining communities and the NUM realized after a few months that the 1984
strike was to be a protracted one, fundraising became a central concern.vii This
developed a heightened urgency when union funds started to be seized by the courts –
starting with South Wales NUM in August 1984. Hywel Francis, a leading supportgroup activist in the Dulais area in South Wales, argued that ‘following the
sequestration, fundraising and food parcels, rather than picketing, became the dominant
feature of the strike’.viii Activists from Dulais built a diverse network of supporters in
London and twinned with LGSM.ix LGSM collected approximately twenty thousand
pounds through street collections, raffles, jumble sales and events such as the ‘Pits and
Perverts’ gig, which raised over five thousand pounds on its own, and estimated that
they paid a quarter of Dulais’ bills during the dispute.x
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There is a wider context to understanding the possibility of this alliance. The contrast
between financial solidarity in 1984–5 and industrial solidarity in the early 1970s –
most spectacularly when thousands of engineering and car-workers joined the miners’
picket of the Saltley coke depot in 1972 – is striking.xi In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
Raphael Samuel pointed out, the result of rising union membership, shop-steward power
and successful industrial action ‘was to privilege the industrial at the expense of the
political, and to encourage workers in the belief that, in the pursuit of material or trade
union advantage, they could go it alone’.xii In contrast, it was the relative weakness of
the labour movement – which could no longer ‘go it alone’ – that helped shape the
1984–5 miners’ strike in such a way that groups like LGSM could exist. By 1984 the
labour movement was in retreat, with union membership in decline for the first time in
half a century, and an aggressively anti-union Conservative government having won a
second general election.xiii Unemployment had risen to twelve per cent from around two
to four per cent in the early 1970s.xiv The steel industry was one victim, with clear
results for the miners. In response to NUM President Arthur Scargill’s demand for a
shutdown of steel production to support the miners’ strike, Bill Sirs remembered
remarking, ‘I was not prepared to allow my industry to be sacrificed on someone else’s
altar’. Sirs, the General Secretary of the main steelworkers’ union, the Iron and Steel
Trades Confederation, wrote that ‘while our sympathies were with the miners and their
case, how could we agree to the threatened shut-down of our industry? Steel had
experienced many difficult years. All our works were fighting for survival’.xv Francis
commented that for South Wales miners ‘old-fashioned trade union solidarity has, at
best, been reduced to seventy five turkeys from Llanwern steelworkers’.xvi
The 1970s style of trade unionism was also threatened in law by the 1980 and 1982
Employment Acts. The sequestration of National Graphical Association (NGA) funds
during the 1983–4 Messenger Group dispute presaged the use of the tactic on a greater
scale against the NUM, and was a powerful disincentive to sympathy strikes. The
Trades Union Congress (TUC) would not support a national NGA strike for fear that
supporting ‘illegal’ industrial action would incur a threat to its own funds. John
Gennard has argued that ‘the law had been used to substantially curtail the degree to
which unions could lawfully ask other NGA members and other trade unions to take
sympathetic action’.xvii
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With NUM bank accounts frozen during the 1984–5 strike, it was not possible to
donate directly to the union. This reinforced the popular practice of ‘twinning’ between
support groups and particular mining communities or pits.xviii Lucy Robinson has
interpreted LGSM’s twinning with the Dulais support group as a rejection of the NUM:
‘By setting up one community group in support of another LGSM hoped it could avoid
bureaucratic restrictions and the possibility of co-option’.xix While some may have felt
this way, LGSM’s Rosie Leach pointed out after sequestration that ‘you can’t send
money now directly to the NUM, even if you wanted to … In a sense that argument has
been by-passed …’. Mark Ashton was explicit on this issue however: ‘What we actually
said when we started was that we would support the National Union of Mineworkers,
the elected leadership of the NUM itself … They’re leading the struggle and we’re
supporting them …’.xx No simple distinction should be drawn between the Dulais
support group and the union – the Valleys Star newspaper produced by Neath, Dulais
and Swansea Valleys Miners Support Group during the strike declared the NUM ‘our
shield against all attacks. Stand by it! Defend it!’xxi Particularly during a strike in which
the union itself was threatened, financially and from a breakaway union, it is unlikely
that support hostile to the NUM would have been welcome.
Nevertheless, the personal contact made possible by twinning was important for
LGSM. The London magazine City Limits described LGSM members visiting Dulais:
‘Welcomed into the miners’ homes for the weekend, whole families apparently started
discussing gay rights and human sexuality over the tea-table’.xxii The discussions in
Dulais started before LGSM members arrived, and one member of a support group
admitted that they were expecting ‘a bunch of weirdos’. Another Dulais woman
commented that ‘it’s had to take the strike for us to get more friendly’ with lesbians and
gay men.xxiii Apprehension could be mutual; one correspondent to Capital Gay (a free
weekly newspaper based in London) claimed that the mining communities ‘encapsulate
all the sexist, patriarchal and anti-gay views which threaten us …’.xxiv The experiences
reported by LGSM visitors challenged such views: ‘to imagine that we would have been
welcomed, really, so warmly. I mean, all the myths and all the barriers of prejudice
were just broken down when we went down to the valley’.xxv
LGSM travelled to Dulais with funds raised primarily at lesbian and gay venues and
events. This engaged lesbian and gay people in the arguments around the strike, and
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made it clear to mining communities that the money they received was not just collected
by lesbians and gay men, but also donated by them.xxvi Jackson claimed that the
collections ‘got quite a lot of support. I mean, mainly from pubs like The Bell, which is
a pub that is mainly used by young people and unemployed people, quite poorly paid
young people …’.xxvii Customers of The Bell had contributed approximately £1500 to
LGSM by the end of 1984, twice as much as was collected from any other venue.xxviii
The next two largest sums came from Gay’s the Word bookshop and the Fallen Angel
bar, both of which hosted LGSM meetings; the bookshop also accepted donations for
LGSM.xxix Both venues were a focus for lesbian and gay activists, and ‘Defend Gay’s
the Word’ was a major campaign in London at the time, following book seizures and
prosecutions for ‘indecency’.xxx Their prominence in the group’s activities highlights
LGSM’s efforts to link themselves to that milieu. A review of the Fallen Angel
commented that ‘half the Gay Movement seemed to be there – people from the Gay
Youth Movement, the Police Monitoring Group, NALGAY’, and that groups like
Icebreakers and LGSM were encouraged to use the venue.xxxi The management of the
Fallen Angel had themselves organized a benefit for the miners; one visitor complained
about ‘Dig Deep for the Miners’ badges being worn by staff: ‘I was so bemused by
NUM decorations last evening, I ran to the car to put on my SDP badge!’xxxii
So while an LGSM activist could claim that the group ‘brought socialism on to the
agenda of sexual politics in the London lesbian and gay community’, it is clear that they
were partly reliant on existing radical lesbian and gay spaces.xxxiii A history of LGSM
helps to create a picture of these spaces; through Nigel Young, for instance, we can see
the way in which gay politics maintained a presence in the Brixton Housing CoOperative, which had subsumed a number of gay squats in the early 1980s.xxxiv Young
wrote in the Co-Operative’s newsletter about LGSM’s visit to Wales: ‘They welcome
us with open arms…we talk to each other about our lives…and sleep together…in
struggle against a common enemy’.xxxv
Furthermore, despite its novel aspects, LGSM arose directly from lesbian and gay
activism in the labour movement. It was a Labour Campaign for Lesbian and Gay
Rights (LCLGR) meeting with a striking miner after the 1984 Lesbian and Gay Pride
march in London that gave the direct impetus to start a solidarity group. Ashton
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remembered the miner ‘thinking about things and talking about things that we’d never
actually expected a miner to think or talk about’.

Previously I had this semi-antagonistic attitude towards the organized labour
movement, trade unions, macho het bully boys, and it just opens your eyes to the
attitudes that they had, and that the strike up to that stage had kindled in people.xxxvi
Ashton’s earlier sentiments were shared by some in the Gay Liberation Front in the
1970s. One activist wrote in the GLF paper Come Together that they attended a 1971
TUC march against the Industrial Relations Bill not just to oppose the bill ‘but also
because many, in fact most, of the people on the demo were real male chauvinists and
therefore our enemy’.xxxvii Despite this, Ashton himself was an openly gay activist in the
traditional left, having joined the Young Communist League two years earlier, in
1982.xxxviii He also remembered the first LGSM meeting consisting entirely of Labour
and Communist Party members.xxxix
This points to a shift from the time of the GLF, which, David Fernbach commented,
‘the left wouldn’t touch … with a bargepole, except for the Angry Brigade’.xl With
Thatcher declaring for Victorian values and opposing the extension of rights for
homosexuals (which she, among other prominent Tories, had supported in the 1970s),
Jeffrey Weeks predicted in 1980 that ‘the only way the gains of the 1970s can be held is
by advancing in the 1980s on a wider radical front’. xli Various developments had made
this seem plausible. Peter Purton has argued that through the 1970s in particular the
labour movement started to recognize that it must stand for more than better terms,
conditions and wages. In 1975 the Labour Gay Group met formally for the first time,
and later in the decade lesbian and gay self-organization in trade unions was pioneered
within the National Association of Local Government Officers (NALGO).xlii Sections of
the Labour Party, notably those aligned around Tony Benn, were integrating lesbian and
gay rights into their politics.xliii The 1981 election of Ken Livingstone’s Labour
administration at the Greater London Council (GLC) was an important moment in the
emergence of a number of Labour-run local authorities with progressive policies on
lesbian and gay rights, which according to David Rayside ‘allowed for the
characterization of Labour as the “gay party”’.xliv LGSM’s Mike Jackson expressed this
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sense in more ambiguous terms: ‘Nobody could say that lesbian and gay liberation is a
cause celebre of the British left any more than the Tories but it was, is and will be the
left that advances our cause with the occasional whelps from the parish of the lone gay
Tory MP’.xlv
However, while the early impetus came from established left activists, LGSM
members frequently highlighted the diversity of the group once it had grown: ‘We had
communists and anarchists, feminists and trotskyists, liberals and labourites, machos
and minis’; and ‘just ordinary, working-class people who have seen the tragedy of the
pit closures programme’.xlvi This diversity of political backgrounds could create
tensions but more importantly in ‘two areas the group found it impossible to overcome
its majority: the fact of its whiteness and maleness’.xlvii Minutes and attendance lists
suggest that in meetings of up to fifty people there were never more than a few
women.xlviii One woman believed that this was ‘partly because there was a core of men
who were all actively involved in party politics and were all trying to push their party
line and make that the line of the group. And that intimidated and bored a lot of women
who weren’t involved in politics in that way’.xlix Another blamed oppression,
intimidation and a refusal to take up women and black issues for the group’s
composition.l As a result, a separate Lesbians Against Pit Closures (LAPC) organization
was formed. Stephanie Chambers commented that ‘the realities of the divisions between
lesbians and gay men were reflected in LGSM. It is as important for us to break down
these barriers within our community as it is to challenge sexism in society as a whole’.li
While recognizing the existence of sexism, women in the trotskyist Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) argued that ‘not only is the LAPC divisive, but the women instead of
tackling sexism when it occurs have effectively cut themselves off from those
arguments’.lii
If the external situation had changed considerably, some of the internal issues were
clearly the same for LGSM as they had been for GLF, from which a group of women
also left. Janet Dixon described being outnumbered in GLF meetings and facing a
‘thinly-disguised misogyny’, while the SWP women were echoing Sue Winters who a
decade earlier had argued that ‘you don’t fight sexism by walking away from it’.liii In
both cases, the draw of gender allegiance was clearly a factor. Key to the GLF split was
the growing role for lesbians within the Women’s Movement.liv Similarly, one LAPC
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activist saw the group as part of ‘the nationwide network of women that were working
in the strike’.lv Jill Humphreys has argued that the 1970s saw a mass exodus of lesbians
from ‘(lesbian and) gay politics, and their return to the Women’s Movement’, but that in
the 1980s there were redoubled efforts to create a ‘lesbian and gay’ politics, aided by
the advent of HIV/AIDS and the ‘anti-gay crusades’ of the government.lvi The
experience of LAPC and LGSM suggests that this rapprochement was still only in
development by 1985.
There is, unfortunately, no voice comparable to LAPC’s to explain the whiteness of
LGSM, which perhaps suggests a wider absence of non-white people in the lesbian and
gay activist population from which LGSM arose. Matt Cook’s work on London in the
same period suggests that black men could perceive the gay scene as very white, and
indeed racist.lvii Interviews by Peter Keogh, Laurie Henderson and Catherine Dodd with
gay Black Caribbean men in the 2000s point to the near impossibility for them of
disavowing ‘the immigrant culture of parents and family (which provided some vital
sense of his social and cultural situation) in order to embrace a gay identity’.lviii It is
possible, therefore, that just as the women’s movement offered an alternative for
lesbians, a black lesbian or gay man who wished to express their identity while
supporting the miners might have chosen Black Delegation to the Miners to do this,
rather than LGSM.

THE IDEOLOGY OF SOLIDARITY
In some respects LGSM was clearly the child of the GLF; yet, as Robert Kincaid wrote,
the group ‘is unique because the miners’ struggle is unique’.lix LGSM built stronger
relationships with the trade-union movement partly because the nature of the strike
allowed it, coupled with the growing integration of lesbian and gay rights into the tradeunion movement and the left in general since the GLF. However, it was also important
that – in contrast to some sections of GLF – LGSM sought to highlight the common
interests of the miners and of lesbian and gay people. David Featherstone has argued
that ‘solidarity has often been understood as likeness. This approach obscures the
importance of solidarities in constructing relations between places, activists, diverse
social groups’. This can be ‘about the active creation of new ways of relating’.lx
LGSM’s attempt to create a new way of relating partly relied on an appeal to likeness.
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While the solidarity of many other groups was based on the common interest of the
working-class, LGSM had to take a different approach. By providing an understanding
of oppression that highlighted the commonality of experience between mining and
lesbian and gay communities, they sought to undermine divisions between class and
sexuality-based politics.
Mistreatment by the police was frequently pointed to as a shared experience. In the
mid 1980s lesbians and gay men faced entrapment by ‘pretty policemen’ and police
raids on their pubs and clubs – in one case, twelve men were arrested inside the
Vauxhall Tavern for being drunk.lxi The Bell, a focus for LGSM fundraising, had itself
been raided, allegedly by seventy police officers.lxii An LGSM member described how
‘a lot of mining communities have found out what police harassment is for the first time
perhaps, … which gay people have known about for years’.lxiii Andy Beckett has argued
that ‘the lower-status groups’ of the early 1970s knew that the British police of the
period ‘were hardly social workers in uniform’; yet ‘on picket lines [if not in police
stations] members of powerful trade unions were often protected by the invisible shield
of their social standing and connection’.lxiv Striking miners had certainly faced violence
before, but the policing of the 1984–5 strike was more reminiscent of prewar disputes
than of the 1970s, and marked the miners out as a ‘lower-status group’. Scargill
commented that ‘police tactics in this dispute have revealed clearly to us what black and
Asian communities throughout Britain mean by “police harassment”’.lxv Furthermore,
policing of the 1984–5 strike extended beyond the picket lines into communities – one
commentator at the time described pit villages ‘occupied by large numbers of police’
who imposed ‘virtual curfews … with anyone on the streets liable to harassment and
arrest’.lxvi LGSM’s Kate Thomas wrote that ‘the cordoning off of [pit] villages created
the ghetto restrictions familiar to lesbians and gays’.lxvii
Another focus was media representation. Robert Kincaid reported being told by a
member of the Dulais support group that the working class had not understood the
problems of lesbians and gay men,

because they have been satisfied with what they have read in the Sun. But what we
must capitalise on now is that mining families know the Sun lies, they know that the
TV is a lie machine, they have experienced how it has been used against them as a
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propaganda agent of the government. So maybe it has lied about everything else in
the past.lxviii

These connections could also build support among lesbians and gay men. Rosie Leach
claimed that media and police attacks on the miners ‘made many people see a link
because this has always happened to homosexuals’.lxix
To emphasize these parallels the issue of class exploitation was downplayed. The
miners and their communities had been transformed by the strike into an oppressed
section of society; as Kincaid wrote, ‘twenty-two thousand South Wales mining
families now find themselves in a minority group position, and outcasts of the State’.lxx
Some from Dulais argued similarly: ‘We’ve suffered in the last year with the police and,
you know, at different things, what [lesbians and gay men have] been suffering all their
lives …’.lxxi Sian James, a member of the Dulais support group, described feeling that
‘we were next in line after lesbians and gays, black men, black women … it’s a
horrifying position to be in. You cannot sympathise with an oppressed group until
you’ve actually been a member of one’.lxxii If the miners were not an oppressed group
before the strike, therefore, it made sense that they could not have sympathized with the
problems of lesbians and gay men.
‘Community’ was a more useful concept in this context than ‘class’, and not just for
the sake of expediency. The mining industry had created a notoriously strong bond
between occupation and community, but by the 1980s this was threatened by ‘massive
closure programmes [which] have often ruptured the umbilical cord between the pit and
the community’.lxxiii South Wales had not been the worst hit in this respect but
employment in the coalfields had nevertheless fallen from 108,000 in 1948 to 20,347 in
1984, contributing to total unemployment in the area of almost twenty-five per cent.
Francis has described the ‘South Wales valleys in the mid 1980s’ as ‘ageing and
declining: characterized by new mining museums and new old people’s homes, as well
as pit, school and hospital closures’. For Francis, the struggle over the Deep Duffryn
Colliery in 1978–9 was a watershed: ‘For the first time, saving a pit was explicitly
linked to the fate of its dependent community, presaging the arguments which would
come to play such a significant part in the events of 1984–5’.lxxiv
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At the same time, there was a sense that certain spaces and organizations that had
been established to form the basis of a lesbian and gay community in London were
threatened. The raid on Gay’s the Word in April 1984, a month after the start of the
miners’ strike, was a prominent example of what Jeffrey Weeks called a ‘distinct
closing of social space’.lxxv A City Limits article in June 1985 expressed this feeling:
‘with the “pretty police” intruding into gay pubs and clubs which gay men have always
seen as their “safe-houses”; with the clampdown on lesbian and gay literature entering
the country and the effect of media sensationalism over AIDS compounding the
problems of the disease itself, the urban gay lifestyle has become much less of a haven
than previously …’.lxxvi In the capital local authorities prominent in supporting lesbian
and gay organizations were attacked, with their sexual politics primary evidence for the
existence of a ‘loony left’. During the miners’ strike there was a struggle over the
threatened abolition of the GLC (which had helped fund the new London Lesbian and
Gay Centre) and a ‘Gays and Lesbians Against Abolition’ group was set up, but the
battle for the GLC was lost by 1986.lxxvii
LGSM therefore saw common ground in a strike that ‘is not even about pay and
conditions, but rather about jobs and communities, about a way of life …’.lxxviii
However, it was the allegedly ‘sexist, patriarchal and anti-gay’ nature of the mining
communities that some used to attack LGSM.lxxix This missed the fact that LGSM aimed
to change mining communities in the act of helping to save them. Kincaid wrote:

we took a positive image of lesbians and gay men into a mining community,
hopefully lessening the isolation felt by lesbians and gays living there. In the past,
life in such a close-knit, closed community must have been so repressive …
Thankfully the society they are now living in, after thirty-five weeks on strike, is
much more tolerant.lxxx
However, LGSM’s attempt to relate to the ‘mining community’ meant it could itself
project a somewhat homogeneous picture. A gay miner who approached the group for
financial help was turned down on the basis that he was not part of a ‘formal NUM
group’.lxxxi Rosie Leach explained that they decided to ‘give some money to the soup
kitchen that is organized in the village where he lives, because then we’ve done it
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openly as lesbians and gays, and that means that the people in that village are going to
realize that we do support what they’re doing, so they’re less likely to be hostile
towards him as a gay person’.lxxxii The focus throughout LGSM literature on support for
‘miners and their families’ also left single miners, often the most isolated and
financially precarious during the strike, in an ambiguous position.lxxxiii While LGSM
could not have hoped to form an alliance with mining communities if they pursued the
GLF’s analysis of the ‘patriarchal family’ as the basis of gay oppression, focusing on
‘miners and their families’ nevertheless risked repeating the same exclusions that they
hoped to ultimately undermine.lxxxiv
This fitted tendencies on the left for simplified and idealized notions of ‘mining
communities’. Jean Spence and Carol Stephenson have pointed out that despite the
significant weakening of the link between mine and mining village by 1984, ‘the
frequent references to “mining village”, usually in association with female action, in the
discourse of the strike suggested the continuing vibrancy of historically discrete,
spatially isolated and bounded places in the imagination of the Left’.lxxxv Furthermore,
the narrative of the transformative influence of LGSM relied to some extent on a picture
of ‘mining communities’ as socially conservative. While there was undoubtedly much
truth in this, a complete picture would necessarily be more complex – it would, for
example, look to accounts of the 1972 miners’ strike that were already discussing
challenges to the miners’ conservatism not unlike those of 1984–5.lxxxvi
While the focus on community matched the general trend noted by Raphael Samuel
that the strike became ‘more about community than class’, no straightforward division
should be made.lxxxvii For some within LGSM concerns of class and community were
intimately related: one member wrote in early 1985 that while there had been ‘increased
opportunities and choices for gays … for most working class people taking advantage of
them has meant losing contact with their class and community’.lxxxviii Significantly,
Jackson argued that this often meant leaving working-class communities and moving to
‘this little ghetto’ in London.lxxxix He elsewhere complained that in London the ‘places
[gay] people go are predominately middle class. It’s only by meeting other working
class gay people that I started to think “how dare these middle class people dominate
my life-style”’.xc Mining communities were not the only ones that could impose norms.
Steve Valocchi has written about ‘the class-inflected nature of gay identity’ in the
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United States, where one man had ‘a gay identity … communicated to him by middle
class people, in middle class settings, and through organizations concerned with middle
class issues’.xci By taking up a distinctly working-class issue as a lesbian and gay group,
LGSM could help challenge the middle-class nature of the lesbian and gay scene in
London as Jackson perceived it.
An opinion piece written by LGSM for City Limits claimed that: ‘Our support for the
strike arises not purely from the fact that we are gay, but because we are members of the
same class’.xcii For some leading members of LGSM class division within the ‘gay
community’ was essential for understanding differing opinions on the miners’ strike and
the Thatcher government in general. Hugh David’s On Queer Street (1997) celebrated
the first Thatcher term as a great time to be gay and claimed that ‘1983 looked set to be
the apogee, the golden year. Margaret Thatcher and the Conservatives won a second
term in office that year with promises of more, and more the same. The party just kept
running’.xciii If AIDS put an end to the party, this did not mean that Conservativesupporting lesbians and gays would throw themselves behind the NUM. Peter
Campbell, of the Conservative Group for Homosexual Equality (CGHE), criticized
those who linked the miners’ cause with gay rights as ‘likely to damage the gay cause.
The two causes are distinct’.xciv Yet the CGHE donated twenty-five pounds to the antistrike miners’ organization, a gesture mocked in City Limits: 1984 was the ‘year in
which Lesbians and Gay Men Support the Miners gave thousands of pounds to striking
miners (who wore our badges) and the Conservative gay group gave £25 to working
miners (who didn’t)’.xcv
In his speech to an LGSM conference, Jackson argued that some lesbians and gay
men ‘are quite happy with Thatcherism, these are the lesbian and gays who benefit from
Tory rule. They have the economic power to carve out a lifestyle which protects them
from the harassment, persecution and fear that many lesbians and gay men encounter
daily’.xcvi Ashton made a similar point in an interview and argued for the need ‘to
organise with my own kind of people. That’s not necessarily lesbians and gay men –
that’s working class people’.xcvii Robinson has argued that the positive examples of
Women Against Pit Closures and LGSM meant that ‘at least gender and sexuality had
fed into a cross-class comradery even if the strike had ultimately failed’.xcviii Although
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this contains some truth, it misses the fact that for some the point of LGSM was to
overcome divisions within the working class.
LGSM appealed to the low-paid and unemployed at The Bell rather than, as Ashton
put it, ‘defending a privileged minority of middle class gay men. I don’t have much in
common with the clones who go to Heaven [a gay night club] on £10,000 a year’.xcix
Yet LGSM more broadly was appealing to elements of London’s lesbian and gay
population – those involved in organizations like Gay Switchboard where Jackson and
Ashton met, those for whom Gay’s The Word was important, activists at The Fallen
Angel, those threatened by ‘pretty police’ – who could not simply be defined as
working-class lesbians and gays. Any attempt, therefore, to translate the ‘lesbian and
gay community’ straightforwardly into the terms of class politics would be flawed. Yet,
combined with the focus on the community and lifestyle aspects of the miners’ strike –
which brought it closer to something like identity politics – the emphasis on workingclass lesbians and gay men surely helped develop a sense of mutual solidarity based on
shared experiences of oppression. LGSM therefore tells us something about the
possibilities, however uncertain and potentially contradictory, of building such alliances
in the mid 1980s.

LEGACIES / HISTORIES
Within a month of forming, LGSM was planning ‘a newsletter-type history’ of the
group.c This self-awareness partly reflected a belief in the importance of the
organization, described by Kincaid as a ‘landmark in lesbian and gay political history’,
but also fitted into wider processes in the 1980s.ci It was in 1982 that the Hall-Carpenter
Memorial Archives were established, for example – this would expand into a large
resource of material documenting lesbian and gay life. An early oral history project
undertaken by the archives recorded a number of life stories, including Mark
Ashton’s.cii There was also an increasing appreciation of migrant histories, signalled by
the first Black History Month in 1987, a development Tony Kushner has placed in the
dual context of ‘history from below’ and anti-Thatcherism.ciii LGSM clearly illustrates
the wider explanatory power of this dual context, and adds to the broader picture of
individuals and groups attempting to keep alternative histories alive at a time in which
Thatcher’s government was attempting to stifle minority voices.
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LGSM also produced a video which contributed to extensive grassroots film making
during the strike. Katy Shaw has described the context for the Miners Campaign Tapes,
a collection of independently produced documentaries made in support of the miners:

In the 1970s, avant-garde film and video workshops began to spring up, focused on,
and often integrated into, working class communities up and down the country, they
formed a network of democratic, de-centralised co-operative film and video
facilities.civ

The LGSM video, which a leaflet from the West London Media Work Shop noted was
‘made in conjunction with the Miners Defence Video Project’, was shown together with
films about black and women’s support for the miners.cv
This documentary was subsequently part of an exhibition produced by the group,
which was central to LGSM’s attempt to shape their legacy. They hoped that this
exhibition, which also included press cuttings and photographs, would be shown in
public libraries, labour movement meetings and miners’ welfare halls. The aim, Jackson
explained, was ‘to inform people of the links that were made, the common problems of
media distortion, police harassment and state oppression of both the mining
communities and lesbians and gays’.cvi Initial attempts to raise funds for the exhibition
were not especially successful and showed the hostility they could face. Sheffield City
Council leader David Blunkett believed ‘it would be inappropriate for us to provide
funding for the kind of exhibition which you indicate, as it is not directly related to the
support of these issues [miners and their families’ welfare] but rather to illustrate
solidarity by another organization related to a particular cause’.cvii This attitude may
have extended beyond Sheffield Labour, but words of support for the fundraising were
given when sought by the NUM nationally and by the Dulais support group.cviii The
organizations that booked the exhibition give a sense of the range of interest in LGSM:
they included the Tyneside Cinema in Newcastle upon Tyne, the Brixton Art Gallery,
Westminster NALGO, Derbyshire Council Labour Group and Bristol University
Students Union.cix
In 1991 the exhibition and other material relating to LGSM was donated to the
National Museum of Labour History, now the People’s History Museum in
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Manchester.cx That a prominent labour-history archive – rather than a lesbian and gay
one such as Hall-Carpenter – holds the organization’s material has helped LGSM’s
effort to reinforce the connections between lesbians and gay men, and the labour
movement. One example of the resulting influence was seen at a 2011 conference in
Manchester ‘celebrating LGBT trades union history’, co-sponsored by the People’s
History Museum, the lecturers’ union UCU and Manchester Trades Council. A leaflet
advertising the conference featured a photo of LGSM members with their banner at
Pride 1985; the second day of the conference included a member of LGSM speaking.cxi
London LGSM has therefore maintained a presence in the intersecting histories of
LGBT people and labour, while the approximately eleven other lesbian and gay miners’
support groups, who left little record, have fallen into relative anonymity.cxii As well as
being a result of the active creation of an historical archive, the stronger documentary
record of the London group undoubtedly derives in part from the fact that it was the first
and the largest, and seems to have made the greatest impact. Colin Morrison’s
description of the Lothian equivalent, for example, contrasts strongly with the London
experience:
We would be going out every week with money to the Miners’ Welfare and we
would be giving Christmas cards to all the kids with a tenner inside. The mums were
opening the cards with the kids saying, ‘oh, this is from the Lesbians and Gay
Support the Miners Group’. Upfront in one way but at the same time there wasn’t
any real discussion about it and when the strike was over, that was it’.cxiii

Compared to this, the strong relationships built up between London LGSM and people
from Dulais, which were to last beyond the strike, seem more remarkable – but an
appreciation of why these experiences diverged would be useful in further
understanding the creation of such alliances. This is true not only of the relationship
with mining communities, but also with lesbian and gay people. The Manchester
LGSM’s benefit at the Hacienda (popular night club and music venue), which raised
three thousand pounds, suggests strong parallels with London LGSM’s ‘Pits and
Perverts’ fundraiser; yet the impetus for the Hacienda event seems to have been the poor
response to the group collecting around gay clubs and pubs.cxiv
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London LGSM was clearly the inspiration for some of the other lesbian and gay
miners’ support groups. Its influence in encouraging similar organizations after the
strike, however, was limited. Lesbians and Gays Support the Printers during the 1986
Wapping dispute was the most obvious successor, and many of their activities were
similar, but there were significant barriers to imitating the LGSM model.cxv This was
partly because LGSM fitted the particular, and in many ways unique, event of the
miners’ strike, but also because LGSM provided a way of relating to large-scale strikes
and the prevalence of this form of action was to decline precipitously. Nevertheless,
there are reasons to believe that LGSM helped lesbian and gay people look more
towards the labour movement as potential allies. The 1985 Pride march was the first that
straight supporters were invited to attend. LGSM’s role in this was highlighted when
LGSM and their supporters from the mining communities were asked to head the
march.cxvi The presence of miners and their families from Dulais was frequently a
feature of reports of Pride. Stephen Gee wrote an article in Capital Gay about the
inspiration of a speaker from South Wales: ‘She said she’d learned a lot from contact
with lesbians and gays, that we can’t do without the miners any more than they can do
without us and if any child of hers says it’s gay she will understand’.cxvii
LGSM clearly had an impact on at least one mining community in South Wales: in
Dulais in 1988 there was a meeting held on Clause 28, the notoriously homophobic
addition to the 1988 Local Government Act.cxviii Thatcher’s government focused
increasingly on issues of sexuality after defeating the miners, which suggests that
LGSM was correct in arguing that if the strike failed lesbian and gay people would be
more vulnerable: ‘If this strike isn’t won, we as Lesbians and Gays have a lot to lose
when the Tories and their henchmen come for us’.cxix Cook has argued that ‘in a period
of recession and unemployment, gay and lesbian threats to the family and morality were
convenient diversions and were strategically deployed to justify the dissolution of the
Greater London Council and other city-wide authorities in 1986’.cxx Clause 28,
prohibiting the promotion of homosexuality by local authorities, was an extension of
this: an attack on both lesbians and gay men, and left-wing Labour local authorities.
This connection partly explains labour movement involvement in the campaign against
Clause 28, but LGSM also played a role. Kath Jones of the South Wales Women’s
Support Group wrote to Mike Jackson in 1988:
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The Women’s Support Groups of South Wales have not forgotten the solidarity, and
the moral and financial support that the Lesbian and Gay Communities gave to our
families during the Miners’ Strike of 1984/85 … We will do all we can in our area to
publicise and campaign against the implications of the Bill especially Clause 28.cxxi
The NUM backed the campaign against Clause 28, calling ‘upon all decent people to
resist this further erosion of basic human rights …’cxxii Yet, while this reciprocal
solidarity was important, a 1991 TUC survey suggests that the NUM still operated on
the assumption that lesbian and gay people were a group outside of the union. Asked for
information on policy, publications, groups, negotiations, actions and events relating to
lesbians and gay men, the NUM responded only on ‘policy’: ‘While the union does not
have a conference policy it does support motions making a commitment to gay and
lesbian rights in TUC and Labour Party Conferences’.cxxiii Robinson has argued that
LGSM’s impact was limited because ‘there no longer was a mining community to come
to the defence of lesbians and gays when they were attacked’.cxxiv By the time of the
campaign against Clause 28, four of the five pits operating in Dulais in 1984 had
shut.cxxv The NUM itself was inevitably weakened by defeat. It cannot be known what
would have happened if the miners had won, but a victorious NUM would surely have
been a more powerful ally for lesbians and gay men.
LGSM’s impact looks stronger when considered more broadly. Tony Benn explained
in 1985:
I’ve mentioned Lesbians and Gays in every meeting for the last six months. That the
support the Gays and Lesbians have given the miners led the miners to support the
Gays and Lesbians … At the conference [Labour party conference, 1984] the NUM
not only spoke about the mining industry and also on reselection, but they also spoke
on women’s sections, Black sections and support of the Gays and Lesbians. Now that
really is a very significant gain, that a union by the nature of its work has been all
male … came out for the Gays and Lesbians.cxxvi
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The point was not simply the support offered by the NUM to lesbians and gay men, but
the fact that this support could be raised in labour and left meetings across the country,
where the positions of the NUM mattered. The passing for the first time of lesbian and
gay rights resolutions at the Labour and TUC conferences in 1985 showed that there
was a place in the labour movement for lesbians and gay men. The experience of LGSM
was used to support both motions.cxxvii Proposing the Labour conference resolution,
Sarah Roelofs said: ‘The miners’ strike showed what we need in practice and a sister
from a South Wales mining community said to us this week – “We are your friends
now, and you are our friends and you have changed our world.”’cxxviii
LGSM was building on the legacy of the GLF, which had been central in establishing
a space for lesbian and gay people on the left where their identity was not subsumed.
LGSM carried forward this tradition: ‘The importance of LGSM is simply that we
support the miners openly as lesbians and gay men’.cxxix At the same time, LGSM was
clear that it was attempting to integrate that voice into a broader movement. The
growing acceptance of lesbian and gay issues in the labour movement would play a role
in the passing of progressive legislation by the next Labour government on the age of
consent, civil partnerships, and the repeal of Clause 28.cxxx If LGSM can hardly be said
to be directly responsible for this, it nevertheless suggests the importance of small-scale
histories for a fuller understanding of such developments.
LGSM provides an example of the way in which one dispute can become a proxy for
a number of struggles. The title of the Harlan County miners’ strike song ‘Which side
are you on?’ became a slogan of the 1984–5 strike, including for LGSM.cxxxi It was not
simply polarizing, however, it provided a focal point for a wide range of disputes with
the Thatcher government, which was the basis for the argument that the miners’ strike
was crucial for lesbians and gay men. Scargill commented on a key event during the
1972 strike, when Birmingham engineers joined the miners to shut the Saltley coke
depot, that ‘the picket line didn’t close Saltley, what happened was the working class
closed Saltley’.cxxxii In 1974, the miners’ strike brought down the Heath government and
Labour returned to power. 1984–5, conversely, was not just a significant defeat for the
miners, but for the labour movement and the left more widely.
Yet LGSM has served as something worth salvaging from the dispute. LGSM
features in LGBT histories produced by a range of organizations on the left.cxxxiii A
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pamphlet published by the Labour Campaign for Lesbian and Gay Rights in 2006 noted
grass-roots support for the miners ‘including hundreds of lesbians and gay men working
through lesbian and gay support groups’, and that ‘the already deepening union backing
for lesbian and gay equality was powerfully reinforced by the experience of the miners’
strike’.cxxxiv The journalist Gary Younge recalled how as a teenager the failure of the
strike left ‘wounds [that] went deep and cured slowly’. The small positive was that as ‘a
lesson in how socialism might work it was edifying … I still recall the conversations of
Nottingham miners as they adjusted their worldviews – or at least their language – to
the arrival of lesbian and gay, black and feminist support groups’.cxxxv Mark Steel went
further, arguing that the miners’ defeat did not mean ‘that we’d be better off if it had
never taken place. Apart from anything else, it did so much to bring together disparate
groups in British society … And the whole strike was justified when a miners’ brass
band was chosen to lead the 1985 Gay Pride march’.cxxxvi
Eric Hobsbawm lamented the historiographical moment in the 1970s since when ‘the
big, transformative questions have generally been forgotten by historians’ and there has
been an increase ‘in what you might call fanzine history, which groups write in order to
feel better about themselves’. His example of this was an article in a labour history
journal ‘on blacks in Wales in the eighteenth century. Whatever the importance of this
to blacks in Wales, it is not in itself a particularly central subject’.cxxxvii It would be easy
to see the study of a small group of gay men, and an even smaller group of lesbian
women, who supported a group of South Wales miners in a similar way. Yet so much is
refracted through Lesbians and Gays Support the Miners that it provides an example of
the way in which the micro can illuminate the macro. LGSM contributes to a geography
of a radical urban gay community in 1980s London; it points to a fundamental turning
point in the history of the British left in which class defeat was allied to an increasing
openness to identity politics; and it suggests that in suitable circumstance, the solidarity
of small groups of politically active people can have a significant impact.

Diarmaid Kelliher
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